PROTECT AGAINST ENERGY THEFT
With Advanced Analytics That Detect Energy Diversion With High Certainty
**Revenue Protection**

Advanced solution for energy theft identification.

Globally, utilities lose billions of dollars each year to electricity theft. The advanced analytics of Honeywell’s Revenue Protection solution helps pinpoint high-probability theft instances to support efficient investigations and the recovery of lost revenue.

**DETAILED INSIGHTS**

Honeywell’s solution helps you learn when, where and how theft occurs. It is estimated that utilities using this Revenue Protection solution can improve their revenue, reduce cost and satisfy regulatory requirements.

- **Advanced predictive model** with inputs from smart meters and distribution line sensors help identify areas of potential theft.
- **Heat maps** provide easy visual identification of the highest-probability theft areas and create investigation efficiency.
- **Mobile applications** report findings and document visual evidence.
- **Ensures accuracy through key data inputs** from meters, transformer monitors, work orders and other external sources; works on any AMI network and can also work where AMI meters are not deployed.

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**

Because energy diversion is big business, it can also carry a risk of danger. Honeywell’s Revenue Protection solution includes features to help protect your people and your operation.

The Honeywell solution includes Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) that fly into dangerous areas to document evidence of theft, thereby helping to protect field personnel.

**EFFECTIVE RESULTS**

Along with the reduction in theft and the recovery of lost revenue, the Revenue Protection solution helps you maintain reliable service, meet regulatory requirements and reduce investigation time.

**SUPPORTING RESOURCES**

- **Behavioral Change Programs** — Educational programs in high theft regions help address incidents and prevent future losses.
- **Protective Meter Enclosures** — Multiple meters are locked together. If a lock is broken or tampered with, the meters will shut off electricity to corresponding structures and the utility will be notified.

**Get Started**

To learn more about reducing theft with Honeywell’s Revenue Protection solution, contact your local Honeywell Smart Energy representative.

For more information
SmartEnergy@honeywell.com
www.honeywellsmartenergy.com
@HoneywellNow

Home & Building Technologies
1985 Douglas Drive North
Golden Valley, MN 55422-3992
www.honeywellsmartenergy.com

This product offering is scheduled to be fully functioning by Fall 2017.
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